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r" ABSTRACT

\JThe reduction of direct turbulent boundary-layer noiseI in a planar array by a fluid unilayer interposed between the

array and the flow is assessed from theoretical considerations.

IThe layer is supposed->composed of independent contiguous seg-
ments each of superficial dimensions large relative to the

I sound wave length in the interior.PThe noise due to the high-

wavenumber convective component of ecitation is estimated to

be reduced relative to a similar flush-mounted array by more

than 10 log a-1 + 10 log (a!Ro) db for any steering angle,
where a is the pressure-sensitive fraction of total array

I area (array factor), a is a characteristic dimension of the

face of each layer segment, and R is the radius (or equiva-

I lent dimension) of each element. Likewise, the noise due to

the low-wavenumber component of excitation is estimated to

I be reduced by at least 10 log a- db provided, for the element

spacing D- X /2 (X= 2 TTc!) characteristic of an active array,3 the layer thickness L satisfies LA0.5D. On the other hand,

the noise due to a radiated acoustic field, including that

associated with compressibility of the TBL, will not be

appreciably changed relative to a signal. A reliable assess-

ment of the overall efficacy of a dome thus depends critically

on a correct determination of the relative contributions of the

noise components for flush elements. The high-wavenumber con-

I tribution is thought to be at least as large as the low in the

frequency range of concern, but uncertainty about the various

I contributions remains and is yet unresolved by measurements

and present interpretation.
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3 I. TKMOEIMCAL ESTIMATk.S FOR IJNILAYI7RS
!4

I "In Xanadu did Kubla Khan

II A stately pleasure-dome decree

Samuel Taylor Coleridge

1. IntroductionI "__ __ _ _

1.1 Unilayer-domed ArrayI
A useful limiting type of dome to consider in the context

of a planar array is a layer of fluid separating the sensing

5 elements from the flow and itself separated from the flow only

by an impedanceless membrane. To this simplified model are re-3 lated the more realizable configurbtions of (a) a similar uni-

layer made of an elastic solid and (b) a fluid layer covered by

* a solid layer with nonvanishing impedance. We consider here a

* segmented fluid unilayer of thickness L whose n similar segments

are mutually independent, having prescribed boundary conditions

I iimposed on their interfacing edges, and together contiguously

cover the entire area AT of the array. Representing the face

area of each segment by 1a a 2(though each will typically be

rectangular), we have AT n(ra2). (See Fig. 1.)

I~
flow face area n a2

L Jfluid3t j pressure-sensing elements

Figure 1. Edge View of Segmented Unilayer Dome

M1
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3 1.2 Wavenumber Spectrim of Exterior Nojise Field
The effect of the unilayer on the noise-pressure field applied

3 to its outer surface at a given frequency "w depends on the wave-

number spectrum of this field. In the application of concern the
I noise pressure is distinguished as due to (1) direct turbulent

boundary-layer (TBL) pressure fluctuations, (2) radiated acoustic

3 field from sources many acoustic wave lengths distant, (3) acous-

tic field due to sources near the outer surface, e.g. bubbles,
if any. In the case of a dome cover with nonvanishing impedance,
we would add to (3) the pressure field associated with elastic
waves in the cover. We may need to include an acoustic field.3 due to direct vibrational excitation of the interfaces between
segments if these include structural members.

1.3 Acoustic Noise; Roughness

3 For any given array steering angle, the effect of the dome

on the radiated acoustic noise field (2) is substantially the
same as its effect on a signal from this direction. Hence, a
dome will not appreciably affect the acoustic noise-to-signal

ratio. In the desired absence of near-field noise sources (3),

then, a dome will alter the noise-to-signal ratio only by its

effect on the TBL noise. It must be noted, however, that the
TBL noise may depend on roughness, and hence that the maintain-
ability of the dome surface vis-h-vis the bare array surface

3m also is pertinent to the effect of the dome, as well as the in-

fluence of the dome on the noise due to the TBL on a smooth3 surface which we assume here.

3 1.4 TBL Wavenumber Spectrum

Concerning the wavenumber-frequency spectrum of TBL pressure,

it is appropriate and usual (e.g., see Ref. 1) at high frequency

,6/U >I, where U. denotes asymptotic flow speed and 6* the
I TBL displacement thickness) to distinguish (A) a high-wavenumber

I 2_0kkIi- 0'
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I
convective waenumbcr cc:iponent, (KWw /U.) and (B) a lo:i-waverumbdr

*component. We may turther oistinguish, subject to precise

definition of (B), an acoustic component (C) having K61./c and

3 "associated with compressibility of the flowing medium, whose

sound velocity is c. This last component, however, like the

* radiated field (2), is no subject to relative reduction by the

dome.

3We assume component (B) may be represented as white noise

in wavenumber. For K. 6 there is some indication that this

* should be so (e.g." see Ref. 2). For K A 1/38*, this component
* 2

varies rather as (K6,) , but this "cut-out" in the wavenumber

spectrum is filled in (though with uncertain K dependence) at

K *w /c by the component (C)(see Fig. 2). The cut-out can be

significant roughly where ,i6*/c A 0.3; in view of other uncertain-

*ties, we neglect this cut-bpt except as noted hereafter; its

effect will tend to make the unilayer more effective in reducing

noise, in some regime, than otherwise estimated.

1

I
I

3 0)/c ii/2i. w/U K

Figure 2. Schematic Dependence of Wavenumber Spectrum3 of TBL Pressure (wb/U 1>>I).

1

I
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2. Reductio_ of TBL Poise by a Unilayer

We compdre a flush array of ele.ents of area T k 2 ,2 N to ao 1 "

segment (see Fig. 1), with a shielded array of elements of area

3T r 2 , likewise N to a segment. (We do not exclude the instance

where the elements are rectangular but of comparable longitudinal

and transverse extent.) We wish to compare the frequency spectra

of noise pressure averagea over the entire active areas of the

respective arrays, considering separately the noise components

I (A) and (B). We assume the segments of the unilayer are many

sound wavelengths in lateral extent, i.e.

3 (1) w a/c >>T,

where c now refers to the sound velocity in the unilayer fluid.

2.1 High-Wavenumber Component

For a single flush element with wRo/I>>n , the spectrum of0 -3

area-averaged pressure from this component varies as Ro  and is

I written as

2 23/2

(2) Q+ w (TRo2) s(w)

(From the indicated TBL pressure scaling, in fact, we have1 roughly (e.g. see Ref. 3)

I -3/2 24 3 4(3) s(w)' p v, -4

where p denotes fluid density and v, friction velocity.)

Suppose first that the separation d of the edges of the active

-areas of streamwise adjacent elements is such that d >> U./W.

!

.... ., , I *
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3 Thea the noise sp.ctra -n tH:- aN elements of the array add
incohexer.tly, and the corresponding sp.ctrum 0Q (w) of noise

pessure avcraz,'d over the eciirp active area A-- nN(r R 2

of the array is given by

(4) (w) w) /+R~tnN = l 1(nRo2)'ll2A~ls~w),I

wherecf A/AT is the array factor and AT is the total (active

plus dead) array area. Now suppose instead that the elements

within each section are rectangular with active areas so con-

tiguous that their spacing d ;U./w so that the noise is
* Icoherently added over each array segment, but that the noise

averaged over individual segments is added incoherently. Then

(5) Q+(w) q+(av)/n- (na2) 8(w)/n

I s-'(rra2  l/2l(~ a A s(w).
I

We turn to the high-wavenumber noise spectrum QA'(w) of

pressure averaged over the active A' o nN(ro2) of

the shielded array. The spectrum Q.(w) of pressure averaged
over a single shielded element of area "rO  (with wro/c;.l) we

crudely approximate as

(6a) Q8 +(w) (R/a)3Q+(Rojw) = ("a2 )_3/2s(w)

j (6b) = wxp(-2wLAJ,) ro, ) exp(-2w LAJ.)(trro 2  3/2s(w),

I
where the larger of the two is to be understood, i.e. the upper

form applies unless the layer thickness L is so small and the 4

I5
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I
later 2. dime:ision a so larte that

(7) wL/UCo,, (3/2) f*a/ro)

0

The upper form in (6) represents a rough generalized form

3 based on a result obtained in a limiting regime corresponding

to condition (1) and certain other more restrictive conditions

3 for an approximate model of a finite fluid layer (Ref. 1). It

states that the average-pressure spectrum for a shielded area

I (due to high wave numbers) is of the order of that for a flush

averaging area equal to the entire face area of the finite fluid-

dome section. This approximation must be crude and its regime

of applicability at present is somewhat uncertain; for example,

the true result really depends on the boundary conditions over

3 the edge of the section. (Approximations (6) also presume the

inessential restrictions of a nearly rigid inner surface and

3 c>U.) We believe, nevertheless, that (6) is usefully in-

dicative of the actual situation. We assume subsequently that

3 L is large enough that form (6a) applies; this thickness is

modest at the frequencies of interest.

3 In the limit where form (6a) is explicitly indicated to become

correct, the predominant wave vectors of the interior pressure

3 field are nearly parallel to the layer surface with the magnitude

* U W/c for a radiated acoustic field. (In the contrary limit corres-

m ponding to (6b), the interior spectrum of wavenumbers parallel to

I the surface is instead nearly the same as that of the exciting

pressure.)

Since the interior noise wave vectors lie mainly in a plane

parallel to the surface, we consider separately array steering

I angles (i) well removed from endfire and (ii) near endfire

(i.e., endfire within the beamwidth established by the elements

of a single segment of the array). We further distinguish the

*! 6
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1imiting cases of (1) tight packing, i.,. interstitial disLance

d' between alements small reiacive to the interior sound wava

length, say w d'/c -I, and (2) loose packing, w d'/c >> 1.

I Letting Qs+ (w) denote the spectrum of noise pressure

averaged over the active area N( ro) of a single segment of the

3 I shielded array, in case (il) of non-endfire and tight packing

we have s+~ nearly equal to the spectrum of pressure averaged

over the entire area na2 of a segment-without regard to inter-

stices. Crudely, we expect this averaging reduces the spectrum

* relative to a point on the shielded face by the cube of the

number of noise wavelengths contained over the extent (-..2a)

* of the segment, or say

(8) Qg8(w) (wa/c)- Q (W),

where Qs+(w) is estimated by (6a). Adding the noise for the
-. independent segments incoherently, we then obtain for the

average over the entire active area of the array

A'(W) Q a4(w)/n-j n 1 (a/c) - s+(W)

1 (9) (wa/c)-3(Ta 2 -1/2 A-ls(w).

In case (2) of loose packing the noise on individual3 elements adds nearly incoherently, and we obtain in place of

(8) and (9)I
a(w) ()/N,

( ' . a ) -I 2 2 -

7
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,.,here cv a 7/, D Is the array factor nnd D s the

ceratel spacing of adjaceut ele u. nLs in t1he shielded (or flush)

I array.

In the endfire cases (iil) and (i12), on the other hand,

! •in addition to the contribution (9) or (10) we recognize a

special contribution due to interior noise wave vectors lying

5 within the azimuthal beanwidth -(wa/c) "I defined by the elements

within a single array segment. Specifically, this noise will

I add coherently with fixed phase for all elements of the seg-

ment. Hence, on assumption of noise roughly isotropic in the

plane, we infer an increment 6Qsa) in Q ai(W) given in order

of magnitude by

(11) 6Q(W) (wa/c) Qs(w),

and an increment in'QsA.(w) given by

t6I 

•r_ 6A (w)  a s(.) /n

-1 2 -1/2 -1

3 (12) -(wa/c) (a ) AT S(W).

Comparison of (12) with (9) for the instance of tightK ' packing shows, in view of (1), that the special endfire part (12)

is the larger. Furthermore, at the frequency of active operation

of the array we have D s! \/2 - Tc/w , whence the increment

(12), since a >> D, is larger also than (10) for the instance

I of loose packing. Hence, so far as the high-wavenumber part

of the exciting TBL spectrum is concerned, the reduction of

I noise by a laterally large unilayer dome is least near endfire.

I 8I;is _oei estedie
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I
Y yn btm;-ni:y, we ub.ain Lb ratio q+ of the spectrun of

SI'41 noise pressure due to the high-wavenumber TBL component in

the case of the shielded array to that in the case of the

flush array. Various cases are involved, and the equation numbers

of the estimates used to obtain the ratios are given for each.SI
Ia. Flush array imperfectly packed (incoherent noise

addition for adjacent elements), shielded array

tightly packed, array steered away from endfire:

(13) a+ ^ a(Ro/a)(wa/c)- 3  (Eq. (4), (9))

I fla. Flush array imperfectly packed, shielded array

loosely patked, away from endfire:

I
(14) a ( a D2 /ia2) R/a3 (Eq. 1,(0))

lila. Same as Ia or la, but near endfire:

(15) 0 - a(Ro/a)(wa/c)- (Eq.(4),(12))
i+

I lb. Same as Ia except flush array perfectly packed

(100% array factor, no loss of coherence at

Iinterstices)

(16) a+- (wa/c) - 3  (Eq.(5),(9))

1
1I 9
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I lIt. Same a, Ila tc:c.pt flush ai~.Ry perfectly

packu.d:

(17) / a2  (Eq. (5), (l0))I+
II Ilib. Same as llMa except flush array perfectly

* packed:

(18) (wa/c)"l (Eq.(5), (12)).

I The ratios designated by b are of questionable practical

significance, since, if such perfect packing could be achieved

at all in a flush array, the high-wavenumber component would

likely be reduced tD such a level as not to dominate the noise

even on the flush array. The ratio designated by a in each

case are less than the product of the array factor a of the

flush comparison array and the ratio R /a of its element

radius to the characteristic lateral dimension a of each seg-

ment of the unilayer dome.

3.2 Low-wavenumber Component

For a single flush element withw R/UAJ >>T the spectrum of

area-averaged2 pressure from this component, assumed white,
varies as R- and is written as

1 Q(R°'w) = 2R - 2 I(w)

(cf. Eq.(2)). (We conjecture, in fact, that

(19) 21(w)-b P2 6 -3

110
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I whier.e %e coefficient t. may be subst-a_-dlly L.,_ger Lhait unity.*)

The noise si,ctra on the n, eiemaerts )I. Lhc arr.y add incoherently
A

to yield the corresponding spectrum C (w) (f noise pressure
averaged over the active area - the array:

(20) (jw) Q (R2,w)/nN 2 -'A ;' 1(w)-- R , /n I(

With regard to the shielded array, the spectrum of pressure3 averaged over a single element is found (e.g., Ref. 1) to be
approximated by

(21 s- o e) 2R(w) for Re r0
(2 ro02I(w) for Re4 ro,

I where the effective averaging radius R is given by
e

(22) R 2  (1/4) C(w/c)2  (112)L-2],

I in which we may write alternatively w/c = 2rT/X.** The result
(21) was derived on assumption of condition (1) and the further

I condition (wL/c)(w a/c)-l/2<<i. (A rigid inner surface is still
assumed.)

I We distinguish the limiting cases of tight and loose

*If we accept estimates (3) and (19), we have for the ratio of

- low- to high-wavenumber TBL noise on a flush element

(19.1) Q_(Ro,w)/O+(Ro,w)-b(v,/u) 2 (wRo/U.).

The low-wavenumber part then represents a small but increasing
fraction of the TBL noise through the frequency range of

interest.
**The area scale of the noise-pressure field at the inner surface

is Just nRe
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I pack --, which in the c.-ntcxt of tht i,'-w-wave..,mber component

are deined, at given w , roughly by i'<< R a,I d' Z. R ,

-- respectively. In the former case of tight eacking, the
spectrum Qsa(w) of noise pressure averaged over the active

area of a segment is nearly equal to the spectrum of pressure
average over the entire areana without regard to interstices.

For the assumed white spectrum, we have (since a >>Re)

i (23) Q a(w) -2a'27@).

I Adding the noise for the independent segments incoherently,
we then obtain for the entire array

A' a
I(24) Q w)/n2 A (w).

3 In the case of loose packing'we have simply

(25) Qs-(w) = Qs- (r )/nNW),
s- s- 0'

with Qs- given by (21).

In summary, on the basis of (20)-(25), we obtain the

3o I ratioa'_ of the spectrum of noise due to the low-wavenumber
com)ponent for the shielded array to that for the flush

array (Ref. l)*:

•i I
*If the elements of the flush reference array are taken

' Iequivalent to those of the shielded array, we note, form (26a)

reduces to unity.

12
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I (26a) 0-'rir) for Re A 1%"%o °  -0

3 (26b) C(r2 1 Re 2 ) = (Ro!R) for ;:o . Re

(26c) La T Ro2/D for D ;Re

I : n the domain where Re>6 (26b) and (26c) should be

reduced by a further factor-66,/Re to take account of the

cutout at K!5 1/36* in Fig. 2.

According to (26), the unilayer reduces the low-wavenumber

noise at a given frequency (recall Re  R e(w))only if the

thickness satisfies

(27) L -0.36 r (1- 12o/ r 2) - 1 / 2

If and reduces this noise by the maximum attainable factor (a-I)

at all frequencies less than w (=2 T cA) provided L satisfies

the more stringent condition

1 (28) LX 0.2D(l- TrD 2 / 2)-1/2

J If DcX/2, the latter condition becomes

(29) L.z 0.43D.

Comparing estimates (13)-(15) with (26), we see that,

relative to an imperfectly packed flush array, the unilayer

reduces the high-wavenumber noise more than the low-wavenumber

noise by a factor greater than a/Ro (> I). Hence, even in theI absence of acoustic noise exitation, in order to assess the

noise reduction by the layer we must know the relative contri-

' I butions from high and low wavenumbers to the noise on a flush

element. Measurements (e.g. Ref. 3) suggest that up to the

3 "13
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I
largest values of uR/!] of c,)ncrn the high-wav-numbcr

I conponent is at least comparable with tne lcw. Likewise, if

we accept the estimated ratio (19.1) and suppose b-#lO, for

example, at w/2r = 2 kh with = 2.5".and U,, 15 kt we find

the ratio is unity. In the absence of acoustic noise excita-

a tion, then, the factor of noise reduction may lie somewhere

between a value somewhat larger than the reciprocal array

* factor (C' -) up to a factor larger than a a/R0 , e.g.

a reduction > 10 db + 10 log a "lif a/R = 10.

If radiated acoustic noise (including that related to

compressibility of the TBL) predominates on a flush element
I in the configuration and frequency range of interest, however,

no such gain from a dome can be realized. An additional com-

I plication is the pressure field associated with resonant

bending waves in the hull surrounding a flush-mounted element;

this contribution to noise will.be reduced in some degree by

a superposed unilayer dome, or otherwise affected by a

covered dome capable itself of sustaining resonant waves

1 parallel to its surface.

1 A reliable prediction of the noise reduction by a dome

thus depends essentially on identification of the character of

LI the predominant noise source in the frequency range of interest

in previous sea trials and thence of the dominant source in

J suitably altered configurations.

1 3. Extension to Realizable Domes

One type of realizable dome preserves the unilayer

character considered here but is composed not by a fluid

but by an elastic solid. In this instance we believe that the

estimates above remain crudely applicable provided the sound

velocity c in the unilayer assumed here is identified as the

shear sound velocity ct in the elastic material and that

S-ct>>Uw . The validity of this rough assumption with reference
to an infinite solid unilayer and high-wavenumber excitation

1 14
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was shown explicItly in Ref. 4.

3 Another type PF realizable dome consists of two layers,

the inner being fluid but the outer again an elastic solid,

3 both subject to perhaps complex boundary conditions at the

periphery of the layer segments. If the acoustic impedance

3 of the solid as a function of frequency and wavenumber

differs only moderately 'from that of a similar thickness of

the fluid, the present estimates again are expected to be

crudely applicable.

If, on the other hand, the solid cover is steel or some

similar material, the effect of the dome on the noise

3 components distinguished here is somewhat altered, but, more

crucially, the effect on noise may become determined primarily

by the interior acoustic field associated with resonant waves

(e.g. bending waves) in the fluid-loaded dome cover. Much

useful effort has been devoted to the study of such structures
(e.g. Refs. 5,6,1), but quantitative predictions at present

appear fraught with uncertainty and we shall not attempt such

-3 here. The pressure field associated with resonant waves will

be transmitted to the array directly via the interior fluid

I only with great attenuation, provided the resonant wave

number kr satisfies kr>> w/c and krL ; 1 (cf. (6b)); indirect
excitation via the lateral or supporting dome structure,

however, may also occur.

1

I
I

I
3 15
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